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Abstract: The Brazilian region of Pantanal is one of the largest wetlands in the world, 

characterized by a wet season, in which it is covered by a shallow water layer, and a dry 

season, in which the water layer disappears. The aim of this study is the estimation of the 

main parameters (drag coefficients and surface scale lengths) involved in modelling the 

surface atmosphere transfer of momentum, heat and water vapor from the dataset of the 

second Interdisciplinary Pantanal Experiment (IPE2). The roughness parameters and the 

stability correction parameters have been estimated in the framework of the similarity theory 

for the vertical profiles of wind speed and temperature. Thus, a previously-developed 

methodology was adapted to the available dataset from the IPE2 five-level mast. The 

results are in reasonable agreement with the available literature. An attempt to obtain the 

scalar transfer parameters for water vapor has been performed by a Penman–Monteith 

approach using a two-component surface resistance in parallel between a vegetation and a 

bare soil part. The parameters of the model have been calibrated using a non-linear 

regression method. The scalar drag coefficient retrieved in this way is in agreement with 

that calculated by the flux-gradient approach for the sensible heat flux. Eventually, an 

evaluation of the vegetation contribution to the total vapor flux is given.  
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1. Introduction 

The Earth’s surface is a continuous sink of momentum flux by friction and a source/sink of heat and 

water vapor (scalar) fluxes from the atmospheric flow over it. The connection between these  

turbulence-driven fluxes and the mean vertical profiles of the atmospheric variables (wind speed, 

temperature and humidity) is established by a few parameters that characterize the local surface 

response and the effect of the local atmospheric stratification. In the framework of Monin–Obukhov 

(MO) similarity [1], the surface responses for momentum and scalar fluxes are described by bulk drag 

coefficients that depend on the measurement height z and on the atmospheric stability described by the 

MO length L. The measurement height is scaled by the roughness length z0 and subjected to a 

displacement height d, and the atmospheric stability is a function of z/L that depends on at least one 

additional parameter (stability function parameter a). The surface length parameters z0 and d are 

naturally site-dependent, and also the stability parameter a, in principle not depending on the surface 

characteristics, has shown some variability for measurements taken at different experimental sites [1]. 

The determination of these parameters is of basic importance for many applications. In 

meteorological modelling, they represent the necessary boundary conditions for large-scale and 

mesoscale models [2], and the roughness length scales directly influence the development of global 

atmospheric circulations and the development of synoptic storms [3,4]. In atmospheric pollution 

modelling, they describe the surface turbulence conditions [5], thus directly affecting the vertical diffusion 

of the pollutant plumes [6]. Efforts to generate global mappings of the roughness length by  

satellite-derived data have been made in past years [7], but local validation by experimental 

measurements are not always available everywhere. 

In the past few years, different techniques have been used to calculate the mentioned parameters in 

several dedicated experiments at different sites. Generally, the roughness parameters for wind speed are 

calculated by vertical wind speed profiles selected as close as possible to neutral atmospheric stability [8].  

In practical applications, the temperature (scalar) roughness lengths have been often considered as 

equal to the momentum roughness, thus needing the introduction of an “aerodynamic surface 

temperature” as the surface boundary condition, which is different from the measured radiative surface 

temperature (brightness temperature). The aerodynamic temperature is, however, not operationally 

well defined in order to be experimentally determined [9]. If the measured radiative surface 

temperature is used instead (by airborne or satellite measurements), then the roughness scalar length 

z0T is different from z0, and the correction term in the temperature profile kB = ln(z0/z0T) is generally 

parameterized with different expressions for different surface roughness conditions, mainly validated 

in wind tunnel experiments [1]. The case is more complicated for the surface vapor flux, as the 

humidity profile has a surface value that is often not experimentally measurable at all. 

The displacement height is usually experimentally determined from neutral wind profiles together 

with the roughness length, but alternative methods to determine it have also been proposed [10]. 
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However, these methods make use of other experimentally-obtained parameters that must be known, 

including their uncertainty in the results. In addition, the displacement height is considered to be the 

same for scalars and momentum, as usual in practical uses, although it has been pointed out that no 

theoretical reasons exist for this assumption, because momentum and heat transfer have physically 

different mechanisms [11]. Martano [12] (referred to as M00) proposed a simple direct mathematical 

procedure to obtain both the roughness and the displacement height for momentum from  

single-level sonic anemometer data in all stability conditions, together with an estimation of their  

experimental uncertainties. 

The stability parameters are usually experimentally determined in a separate and different way, 

because they are directly linked to the vertical gradients in the wind/scalar profiles. In their classical 

approach, Businger et al. [13] locally fit the vertical profiles measurements by a polynomial regression 

and retrieved the local vertical gradients by differentiation of the local regression curve at each 

measurement level. The stability parameter is then obtained by fitting the stability function over the 

obtained gradient profile values at all measurement levels. 

In the following approach, the roughness parameters together with the stability parameter are 

determined simultaneously by a minimum least squares approach over a couple of levels for wind 

speed and temperature profiles separately. This is obtained by a modification of the M00 approach, 

extending it to a couple of levels, averaging the obtained results over all available levels and applying 

it to both the wind speed and the temperature profiles (with the radiative temperature as the surface 

boundary condition). This allows, in principle, a best-fit of the roughness and stability parameters 

simultaneously, for either the wind profile or the temperature profiles, in all stability conditions, and an 

estimate of the parameters’ uncertainty from the scatter for different couples of levels. The undefined 

surface boundary condition prevents the application of this method to the water vapor profile. In this 

case, for the sake of completeness, the surface drag coefficient for the water vapor has been calculated 

applying a Penman–Monteith (PM) approach [1], with a procedure that needs a minimum requirement 

of surface information [14]. 

This study is applied to a dataset from an experimental campaign in the Pantanal wetland, a very 

large plane area in the central Brazil that is of great importance for the correct meteorological 

modelling over the South American continent, but with a limited amount of in situ meteorological 

experimental facilities. The aim is to apply the flux-profile relations for the wind speed and the 

temperature and the Penman–Monteith equation for the evapotranspiration flux to obtain estimates of 

the surface roughness parameters and the drag coefficients. These parameters are of main importance 

in modelling the local boundary layer in this region, also for practical purposes as meteorological 

modelling and air quality modelling for fire plumes and pollution dispersion [2,5]. 

2. Site, Experiment and Dataset 

The Brazilian Pantanal is considered the largest watered plane area in the world, located in the 

middle of Brazil, west of Mato Grosso do Sul and, also, including part of Paraguay and Bolivia. It 

consist of an area of more than 130,000 km2, periodically flooded by the Rio Paraguay and its 

affluents. Its surface shows an extremely large variability of conditions during the annual cycle, 

passing from very dry conditions (dry season: April–October), with actual fire risk (“queimadas”), to 
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almost lagoon conditions (wet season: November–March), covered by a water layer that can reach 

several tens of centimeters in height. The climate is classified between sub-humid and semiarid with 

annual precipitations between 1000 and 1400 mm, mostly concentrated in the wet season. Temperature 

can reach 40 °C in summer, but can decrease down to 0 °C in winter, in association with cold fronts 

passing over the region. Due to the extension and the large seasonal variability, the vegetation cover is 

heterogeneous, including a large quantities of gramineous plants and bushes and different types of 

trees up to 20 meters in height. 

Due to these typical characteristics, the climatic importance and the extension of the region, in 

1986, a large research program for the Pantanal region was implemented [15]. Within this program, a 

series of four experimental campaigns were implemented for better knowledge of the interaction 

between climatic microclimatic hydrologic and ecologic characteristics of the region between 1998 

and 2002 (Interdisciplinary Pantanal Experiments: IPE0, IPE1, IPE2, IPE3). The National Institute for 

Space Research (Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais (INPE)) and the Federal University of Mato 

Grosso do Sul (Universidade Federal do Mato Grosso do Sul (UFMS)) collaborated in the climatic and 

microclimatic studies and experiments, including the implementation of a micrometeorological tower 

of 22 meters in height for data collection in the dry and in the wet season. The aim was also to collect 

information about the surface-atmosphere turbulent exchanges during different seasons in view of their 

importance for the regional climate and the local ecosystem characteristics and variability [15]. 

This work concerns the analysis of data collected in the IPE2 campaign of about two weeks in the 

dry season. The dataset was collected in September 1999 by a micrometeorological tower located at 

19°33′53″S, 57°01′06″W, in the Fazenda São Bento, next to the Pantanal project base of UFMS, in a 

clear plane not far from the embankments of the Miranda River (Figure 1). At less than 1 km south of 

the tower, the embankment canopy of the Miranda River dominates the landscape, while in the north 

and west direction, medium–tall bushes and trees dominate (mainly “paratudo”, typical Pantanal trees 

of maximum 10 m in height, flowering just in this period of the year). In the east direction, the soil is 

mainly covered by gramineous plants. North and south views from the measurement site are shown in 

Figure 2. The tower was 24 m in height with five levels of measurements at 8, 10, 14, 16 and 22 m in 

height. All levels were equipped with a standard anemometer (VECTOR A100LK) and a psychrometer 

(implemented by two CAMPBELL TEMP 107 thermistors) for wind speed, temperature and humidity 

measurements. In addition, the highest level was equipped with a sonic anemometer (CAMPBELL  

CSA-T3), and a net radiometer with separate long- and short-wave components (KIPP & ZONEN 

CNR1) was located at 4 meters height in the same tower. Two soil heat flux plates (REBS HFT3) were 

located at the base of the tower at a 2- and 5-cm depth, and six soil thermometers (CAMPBELL 

TEMP107) were located at a 1-, 2-, 5-, 10-, 20- and 40-cm depth. However, not all sensors were 

properly working during all of the measurement periods. More details about the experimental site and 

equipment and the campaigns can be found elsewhere [16–19]. After an accurate data check that 

discarded a consistent amount of wrong and dubious measurements mainly associated with sensors 

malfunctioning, about one week of measurements was retained, in the period between 17 and 22 

September, which have been used for the present analysis. No gap filling in the measured time series 

has been used, this not being necessary for the following methodology. 
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Figure 1. Map of the experimental site. 

  

Figure 2. North (left) and south (right) view from the micrometeorological tower. 

3. Methodology 

3.1. Wind Speed and Temperature 

The roughness parameters for heat and momentum have been estimated starting from the M00 

approach [12]. It looks for the minimum of the variance of S(z0,d) = kU/u* + Ψ((z − d)/L) − Ψ(z0/L) 

over the measurement dataset, which is a two-parameter minimization problem for z0 and d, and 

reduced it to a one-parameter conditioned minimization problem that is straightforward to solve 
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numerically. (here, u* is the friction velocity, U the wind speed, k the Von Karman constant and Ψ the 

stability function of the measurement height z and the MO length L [1]). The M00 approach was 

originally developed for single-level sonic anemometer measurements; thus, some changes have been 

made to adapt it to the different condition of a multi-level slow response sensor mast. Indeed, the 

information available for five levels of slow response measurements has been used to look for an 

estimation of the stability parameter together with the roughness parameters. Then, the M00 approach 

has been modified to be used with couples of measurement levels together with the turbulent fluxes 

estimated by the fast response measurements on the mast top, in the following way. 

As in M00, the parameters are again estimated through the minimization of the statistical variance  

σS
2 = ‹(S − ‹S›)2›, where S is now defined as a function of d and the stability parameter a: 

S(d,a) = kΔq/q* + Ψ((z2 − d)/L,a) − Ψ((z1 − d)/L,a) (1)

that is again a two-parameter minimization problem. 

Here, Δq represents the difference of the measured quantities (either the wind speed U or the virtual 

potential temperature Θv in the present case) between the two considered measurements levels z1 and 

z2, q* is the turbulent scale of q obtained from the fast response measurements, Ψ((z1 − d)/L,(z2 − d)/L) 

is the stability function depending on the displacement height d and an unknown stability parameter a, 

also to be determined (see the end of this section), k is the Von Karman constant (k = 0.4) and ‹…› 

represents the average over the dataset [12]. 

In a way totally analogous to that of M00, it can be shown that the expected value of a can be found 

minimizing σS
2 with respect to a only, with d calculated by the following constraint: 

d = (z1exp‹S(d,a)› −z2)/(exp‹S(d,a)› −1) (2)

from which d is also found numerically solving the above equation. Thus, it is straightforward to find the 

minimum of σS
2 with respect to a, just numerically evaluating σS

2 with a changing step by step between 

fixed maximum and minimum values and recalculating d by Equation (2) at each step. The estimates of a 

and d are obtained when the minimum of σS
2 is found. Some examples of the procedure are shown in 

Figure 3. 

Now, it is possible to obtain the estimated z0 (for the variable q) using a and d to numerically solve 

the equation: 

ln((z − d)/z0) = ‹kΔq0/q* + Ψ((z − d)/L,a) − Ψ(z0/L,a)› (3)

where Δq0 is the difference between q(z) and the surface value q0 of q (that is, U or Θv). Alternatively, 

the M00 approach can be used to determine both d and z0 using the estimated value of a. Both methods 

have been used in the following sections for comparison. 

The classical Businger–Dyer stability functions [1] for the wind speed U and the potential 

temperature Θ have been used here (stable condition: L > 0, unstable condition: L < 0): 

ΨU(x,a) = 2ln[(1 + y)/2] + ln[(1 + y2)/2] − 2tan−1x + π/2 (4)

where y = (1 − ax)1/4 in the unstable condition; 

ΨΘ(x,a) = 2ln[(1 + y)/2] (5)

where y = (1 − ax)1/2 in the unstable condition; 
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ΨU,Θ(x,a)= −ax (6)

in the stable condition. 

More details about the similarity flux-profiles relations and the parameter values a for different 

meteorological variables and stability conditions can be found in [1]. 
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Figure 3. Example of σS
2 (Equation (1)) for ΔU and for ΔΘv calculated as a function of  

a (symbols: a for ΔU and A for ΔΘv) and of d (symbols: d for ΔU and D for ΔΘv), for the 

couple of Levels 2–3. The abscissa of the minima represents the estimated value of a and d 

for ΔU and for ΔΘv in each case. 

3.2. Water Vapor 

The Penman–Monteith (PM) approach has been used to obtain an estimate of the scalar drag 

coefficient for the water vapor, as the surface value q0 is not available for the water vapor. A “hybrid” 

formulation of the PM model was proposed by Martano [14] in which a surface resistance can be 

expressed by the parallel between a soil surface resistance Rs and a canopy resistance Rv. This is 

supposed to be the simplest way to capture the main characteristics of partially-vegetated surfaces, 

with bare soil and vegetated surfaces giving independent contributions to the total evaporation, and is 

justified by the lack of detailed surface information. Indeed, this model has the advantage of almost no 

necessity of additional surface information besides the regression parameters themselves, and actually, 

no additional external parameter is needed in the following procedure (e.g., no LAI value is used). For 

the sake of completeness, a short description follows. 

The modelled latent heat flux Qem is expressed in the PM model as [1]: 

Qem = [sE + ρCpqsat (1 − Hr)/Ra][s + γ(1 + R0 /Ra)]−1 (7)

where Hr is the air relative humidity, qsat the saturation-specific humidity, E the measured available 

energy flux (net radiation minus soil heat flux), s the slope of the saturation curve (from the Clapeyron 

formula), γ the psychrometric constant and Cp and ρ the specific heat and the density of the air. All 
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variables in the right-hand side are measured, with the exception of the surface resistance R0 and the 

aerodynamic resistance Ra. Ra is expressed by a scalar drag coefficient Ch that is considered as an 

unknown parameter to be determined in the form [1]: 

Ra = (Ch U)−1 (8)

In partially-vegetated areas, the generalized surface resistance R0 can be expressed as a parallel 

independent resistance contribution of the vegetated and the non-vegetated surface fractions, 

respectively Rv and Rs: 

1/R0 = 1/Rs + 1/Rv (9)

The soil resistance Rs, is a strongly nonlinear function of the soil-specific water content w. It is 

modelled following the expression given by Kondo and Saigusa [20] for a “wetness parameter” that is 

mathematically equivalent to a surface resistance parameter. Using this equivalence, the surface 

resistance can be expressed as [14,20]: 

Rs = Cs/Da (wsat – w)p (10)

where wsat is the saturation-specific water content, Da = 0.000023(Ts/273.2)1.75, Ts is the soil surface 

temperature, Cs is an unknown parameter depending on the soil texture and the actual non-vegetated 

fraction of the surface and p = 10 for loamy soil [20]. 

Rana et al. [21] developed a simple model, in which the resistance of the vegetated surface Rv 

depends on the available energy and the air humidity through a similarity resistance form R*: 

R* = ρLeqsat(1 − Hr )(1 + γ/s)/E (11) 

that is Rv/Ra = f(R*/Ra), and used a linear approximation for the function f. Accordingly, the following 

expression is proposed for the vegetated fraction [14]: 

Rv/Ra = Cv R*/Ra (12)

where Cv is a parameter depending on the vegetation characteristics and the effective contribution of 

the vegetated surface fraction to the evapotranspiration. 

From Equation (7) and using Equations (8)–(12), the latent heat flux can be expressed by measurements 

of air temperature and humidity, soil moisture, wind speed and available energy flux (net radiation minus 

soil heat flux), plus three unknown parameters, Ch, Cv and Cs. These determine the effective scalar drag 

coefficient and the evaporative response of the vegetated and non-vegetated fractions of the  

surface, respectively. 

4. Parameter Estimation and Discussion 

4.1. Temperature and Wind Speed: Estimation of the Surface Length Scales and the  

Stability Parameter 

Equation (1) was used to calculate σS
2 = ‹(S − ‹S›)2› incrementing step by step the value of the 

parameter a, with d calculated by numerically solving Equation (2). 

Figure 3 shows an example of the curves obtained for σS
2 as a function of d and a, both for the wind 

speed and the temperature for the couple of Levels 2 and 3. 
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The results for the values of a, d and z0 are shown in Table 1 for the couples of levels where a 

minimum of σS
2 has been found. The surface value of the temperature T0e (T0e = q0 in Equation (3)), 

has been estimated by the measured long wave upward emission Rle considered as blackbody emission  

(Rle = σT0e
4), as no estimate was available for the soil surface emissivity. The radiometer was located 

at a four-meter height, which implies a field of view radius of about 40 meters (which captures about 

99% of the total contribution to the surface flux [22]). Although much larger than the field of view of a 

typical infrared thermometer, this can be still significantly less than the flux footprint at the top tower 

level (see Section 4.3). 

An estimation of the uncertainty introduced by the blackbody approximation is given in the 

Appendix and is expected not to be greater than that associated with the difference between the 

radiometer field of view and the footprint area of the turbulent fluxes [14]. The uncertainty in the 

average values of Table 1 has been estimated as the standard deviation of the values obtained for all 

different couples of levels; although the estimated uncertainty by the M00 method for each value 

associated with a couple of a level is quite larger and of the order of the parameter value. This can be 

somehow expected from the results in the Appendix, where an estimation of the experimental 

uncertainty of the temperature roughness length z0T is given. The average values of a are in reasonable 

agreement with the literature (a ≈ 16 unstable; a ≈ 4.7 stable [1]), taking into account the statistical 

errors, in the case of the wind speed. For the potential temperature, a is underestimated, but the 

uncertainty in the measurements is greater in this case; and there is no result obtained for Θv in the 

unstable case, in which the measured vertical temperature differences can be hardly significant due to 

the strong turbulent mixing. 

Table 1. a, d and z0 calculated from the shown couples of levels for U and Θv  

(Equations (1)–(3)). 

U Stable 

Levels a d (m) z0 (m) 
1–3 4.5 1.9 0.13 
1–5 4.1 3.7 0.07 
2–3 4.9 4.2 0.09 

2–5 4.2 5.3 0.06 
3–5 3.8 6.9 0.04 

Averages 4.3 ± 0.4 4.4 ± 1.8 0.08 ± 0.03 

U Unstable 

Levels a d (m) z0 (m) 

1–3 10.2 2.7 0.05 
Θv Stable 

Levels a d (m) z0 (m) 
1–2 3.0 3.6 0.17 
1–3 1.4 6.9 0.03 
2–3 3.3 8.5 0.03 

Averages 2.6 ± 1.0 6.3 ± 2.5 0.08 ± 0.08 

The results of the evaluation of z0 and d by the M00 method are reported for comparison in Table 2 

for each measurement level, using the average values of a from Table 1. 
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The results for the wind speed are in reasonable agreement between Table 1 and Table 2, in the 

stable case, while in the unstable case, they do not compare well (for the wind speed). Again, this 

could be related to the larger uncertainty connected to the enhanced turbulent fluctuations in the data, 

but also to the strong reduction of the footprint in the unstable case. This can enhance the effect of the 

terrain heterogeneities over the change of footprint due to the different heights of the measurement 

levels (Section 4.3). However, some independent estimations by a different method applicable in free 

convection [10] give average values for d of about 5 m, in agreement with the results reported here for 

the stable case. 

Table 2. d and z0 calculated as in M00 (Martano approach), with average values of a from 

Table 1. 

U Stable 
Levels 1 2 3 5 Averages 
z0 (m) 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.07 0.08 ± 0.01 
d (m) 3.8 4.1 3.5 4.4 4.0 ± 0.4 

U Unstable 
Levels 1 2 3 5 Averages 
z0 (m) 0.017 0.024 0.017 - 0.019 ± 0.004 

d (m) 6.8 7.7 11.0 - 8.5 ± 2.2 

Θv Stable 
Levels 1 2 3 5 Averages 
z0 (m) 0.12 0.13 0.08 - 0.11 ± 0.03 
d (m) 4.8 4.8 4.9 - 4.8 ± 0.1 
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Figure 4. Test for ΔU (stable: circles, unstable: squares) and ΔΘv (+) calculated between 

the surface and all measurement levels by the similarity profiles with the averaged 

parameters in Table 1, versus the measured values. 

In principle, although often assumed in practical applications, there is no “a priori” reason for 

which d and z0 should be equal for different physical quantities, the surface transfer for wind speed, 
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temperature and scalars being governed by different physical processes. In general, z0 could depend 

also on the flow condition [1], and a theoretical analysis gives different expressions for d in the case of 

wind speed and temperature [11]. Nevertheless, within the relevant uncertainty in the temperature 

parameters (Table 1 and the Appendix), the obtained results do not point out relevant differences in z0 

and d between wind speed and temperature, at least in order of magnitude and for stable conditions. 

There is a general trend with the height of the measurements levels in the estimated values of d, 

possibly related to the heterogeneities in the ground surface characteristics (bushes and trees areas) at 

increasing fields of view. Nevertheless, the values of d obtained from different heights have been 

averaged (as for a and z0) to test the ability of the average values of a, d and z0 in reproducing the 

observed profiles for the wind speed and the potential temperature. The results are shown in Figure 4, 

where the values of U and ΔΘv have been calculated using the averaged values of a, d and z0 from  

Table 1 and compared with the measured data for all measurement levels. The agreement is fairly 

good, mainly for the wind speed in the stable case, while a larger dispersion is present for the 

temperature and the wind speed in the unstable case, as expected. 

4.2. Water Vapor: Estimation of the Scalar Drag Coefficient 

The previous approach is not applicable to the humidity profile and the latent heat flux, due both to 

the difficulties in determining a “surface value” q0 for the air humidity [1] and the large uncertainty in 

the humidity gradients estimated between the measurement levels. Instead, to obtain an estimate of the 

surface transfer coefficients, the approach outlined in Section 3.2 has been used together with the 

regression method described in [14], which will be shortly outlined here. To estimate the unknown 

parameters Ch, Cv and Cs for the simple model outlined in Section 3.2, a cost function F depending on 

both the latent heat flux and the surface temperature is written in the form [14]: 

F(Ch,Cv,Cs) = (2N)−1∑1
N ([Qe – Qem(Ch,Cv,Cs)]2/σQ

2 + [ΔΘv0 – ΔΘvm (Ch,Cv,Cs)]2/σΘ2) (13)

where Qe represents the experimental latent heat flux data, estimated as Qe = E – Qs (the difference 

between the measured net radiation, soil heat flux and measured sensible heat flux Qs), thus assuming 

the surface energy budget closure. ΔΘv0 is the measured surface-atmosphere potential virtual 

temperature difference (depending on the considered level of measurement) from a dataset of N 

measurements. The modelled temperature difference ΔΘvm(Ch,Cv,Cs) is expressed using the energy 

budget closure, the modelled latent flux Qem (Equation (1)) and the drag laws [1,14] as: 

ΔΘvm (Ch,Cv,Cs) = [E − Qem(Ch,Cv,Cs)]/(Cp ρU Ch) (14)

The expected statistical uncertainties σQ, σT for Qe and Θv have been chosen as 30 W·m−2 and 3 K, 

respectively. The first value comes from an evaluation of the instrumental errors and is in general 

agreement with an expected uncertainty coming from the flux estimation by the energy budget [23].  

The second comes from a calculation of the variance between the radiometric surface temperature 

estimate and the soil temperature at a 1-cm depth. It is also comparable with other estimates obtained 

elsewhere [14,24], and this choice for the statistical uncertainties is in agreement with the obtained 

convergence values for F that are expected to be close to one [24]. 

Being based on the PM equation, the model assumes the closure of the surface energy budget and 

the identity between the scalar transfer coefficient Ch for heat and water vapor. 
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The Bowen ratio for the measurement period, which appears to be often close or even less then  

unity [25], indicates a permanent, strong evaporative contribution to the surface heat transfer also in the 

dry season. Then, lacking an experimental estimation for the soil moisture content and taking into 

account that the chosen dataset is of a few days at the end of the dry season without relevant 

precipitation, a constant value for the surface soil moisture has been adopted here. However, the 

chosen value of the constant soil moisture, as well as the other soil constants should not affect the final 

results, because the parameter Cs in Equation (10) is adjusted by the regression procedure (the values 

used were w = 0.3 and ws = 0.49 with p = 10 [20]). Eventually, the function F has been minimized by the 

Levenberg–Marquardt regression method [24,26] for the measurement Levels 3 and 5. 

In Table 3, Column 1, the results obtained for the scalar drag coefficient Ch for the same Levels 3 

and 5 are reported. In Column 2, they have been calculated from the experimental data of temperature 

and heat flux (flux-gradient approach), as averaged values of the scalar drag for the sensible heat 

transfer in the unstable case. They can also be compared with the values obtained from the averages of 

z0 and d from Table 1 and calculated as Ch = k2[(ln(z − d)/z0)(ln(z − d)/z0T)]−1 [1], which are 7.5 × 10−3 

and 5.6 × 10−3 for Levels 3 and 5, respectively (stable case). Figures 5 and 6 test the reliability of the 

obtained parameters by plotting the parameterized versus the measured latent heat fluxes and  

surface-air temperature differences from Levels 3 and 5 during the daytime. Both have a fairly good 

correlation, but with a larger scatter in the case of the temperature differences. This is somehow 

expected, as the PM model itself is derived by an approximation that eliminates the surface temperature 

from the expression of the latent flux [1], thus not being directly sensitive to this parameter. 

Table 3. Ch from both the Penman–Monteith (PM) model and measurements and the 

evaporative vegetation fractions (evf). 

Level Ch PM Model (10−3) Ch Data Average (10−3) evf 
3 7.6 ± 1.5 6.8 ± 0.4 0.72 ± 0.11 
5 6.5 ± 1.2 5.4 ± 0.3 0.83 ± 0.08 

Finally, Column 3 of Table 3 shows an estimate of the averaged fractional contribution to the latent 

heat flux for the vegetation fraction (evf) in the parallel resistances model approximation. Defining the 

latent flux contribution from either bare soil or the vegetation fractional areas as Qes and Qev, 

respectively, it is straightforward to show that Qes/Qe = (Rs//Rv)/Rs and Qev/Qe = (Rs//Rv)/Rv (with the 

obvious condition Qes/Qe + Qev/Qe = 1). The results show that the vegetated areas should be responsible 

for 70%–80% of the latent heat flux in the dry season. Thus, the vegetation has a dominant 

contribution, even in the presence of the quite large soil moisture content that is expected from the 

generally small values of the Bowen ratio in the whole period of measurements. 

4.3. Discussion 

Eventually, two more aspects should be addressed, which are related to the reliability of the 

obtained parameters. The first aspect consist of the validity of the similarity profiles at the considered 

measurement heights. It is well known that MO similarity profiles are based on some equilibrium 

assumptions about the turbulence in the boundary layer that actually exist above a “roughness 

sublayer” of height zr over the roughness elements. A discussion can be found in [8], where a 
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suggested expression for zr is proposed as zr = d + 20z0, allowing a test of the self-consistency of the 

obtained length scales. Thus, using the results for z0 and d, it is found zr ≈ 7 m, still below the tower 

lower measurement level of 8 m, which means that the obtained results are consistent with the 

measurement level heights. 
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Figure 5. Test for the latent heat flux calculated by the PM model with the calibrated 

parameters, versus the latent heat flux estimated by the measured surface energy budget 

(squares: Level 3, circles: Level 5). 
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Figure 6. Test for ΔΘv obtained by the PM model with the calibrated parameters versus the 

measured values (squares: Level 3, circles: Level 5). 
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The second aspect concerns the spatial representativeness of the estimated values, which is related 

to the spatial source area for the measured turbulent fluxes. An estimation of the flux footprint for the 

different tower levels can be calculated by a simple analytical model as function of d, z0 and L [27]. 

Using the estimated values for the surface length scales and typical average values of L for daytime 

and nighttime from the dataset (nighttime L ≈ 10 m and daytime L ≈ −10 m), it results that the 90% 

flux footprint varies from more than 10 km upwind (nighttime) to about 500 m (daytime) for the upper 

measurement level and from 2.5 km to about 200 m for the lower level. The strong reduction of the 

footprint in the daytime may be related to the difficulties in obtaining the transfer parameters for the 

unstable case, because the heterogeneities of the terrain roughness can be more relevant on this smaller 

source area and, also, they can show stronger variability with the measurement level. It also appears 

that the obtained transfer parameters, estimated in the stable case, are representative of an area of some 

square kilometers around the tower. 

5. Summary and Conclusions 

Micrometeorological data from measurements of the IPE2 experiment in the Brazilian Pantanal 

have been analyzed in order to obtain surface-atmosphere transfer parameters. A modification of the  

M00 [12] method allowed the estimation of the surface roughness length, the displacement height and 

of a stability function parameter from the measured profiles of wind speed and temperature. This gives 

consistent results in the stable case, but uncertain results in the unstable case. In particular, no relevant 

differences have been found in the results for the momentum and the potential temperature transfer 

parameters in the stable case, although the uncertainty remains quite relevant in the parameter values, 

especially for the temperature profiles. 

The latent heat flux is always a relevant component of the surface energy budget, as the Bowen 

ratio appears to be often less than unity in the dataset [25]. The scalar transfer coefficients (for water 

vapor) have been calculated by a Penman–Monteith model, based on three calibration parameters 

representing the scalar drag coefficient and the evaporative response of the bare soil and the vegetated 

areas. The obtained scalar drag coefficient is consistent with the average flux gradient value deduced 

from the temperature and heat flux measurements (in the unstable case) and also consistent with the 

obtained parameters from the profile analysis in the stable case. Eventually, the model allows an 

approximate evaluation of the bare soil and the vegetation contribution to the latent heat flux: the 

vegetation appears to contribute about 70%–80% of the total vapor flux in the dry season. 
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Appendix 

An estimation of the uncertainty for the radiometric surface temperature and, consequently, for the 

scalar roughness is given in the following. 

The total longwave radiation Rle measured by a radiometer above a radiant surface of emissivity  

ε and (real) surface temperature T0 is due to the surface thermal emission Rl0 = εσT0
4 plus the reflected 

environment radiation Rla and is given by (σ is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant): 

Rle = εσT0
4 + (1 − ε)Rla (A1)

Putting Rle = σT0e
4 and α = (1 − ε)/ε where T0e is the estimated “blackbody” surface temperature, it 

is straightforward to show that, for α[1 − R]<<1 and R = Rla/Rle: 

T0 = T0e(1 + α − αR)1/4 ≈ T0e(1 + α[1 − R]/4) (A2)

For natural ground surfaces, typically ε ≥ 0.96, so that α ≤ 0.04, and in the whole dataset, it results 

that 0.8 < R < 1; then: 

|T0 − T0e|/T0e ≤ 0.002 (A3)

This uncertainty (typically 0.6 K for T0 = 300 K) is comparable with the typical uncertainties of 

brightness surface temperature from satellite data and comparable or less than the inherent 

uncertainties associated with the heterogeneities of the surface in the source area containing the 

footprint of the turbulent fluxes, which can be of some degrees [14]. 

This uncertainty affects the surface-air temperature difference ΔT by a factor 1 + βT, which is 

directly related to the uncertainty factor β on the estimation of the scalar roughness parameter z0T. An 

approximate flux gradient relation for these uncertainties can be written as: 

ΔT(1 ± βT) ≈ (T*/k)ln(z/βz0T) (A4)

Taking into account that ΔT ≈ (T*/k)ln(z/z0T), it results: 

±kΔTβT/T* ≈ ln(1/β) (A5)

Inserting the average values from the dataset ΔT/T* ≈ 20 and βT ≈ 0.15 (calculated as the ratio of the 

previous estimate of the uncertainty of T0 of 0.6 K and the average value |ΔT| ≈ 4 K), it appears that  

β can affect the uncertainty of z0T by a factor three. 
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